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Abstract

The phenomenon whereby features associated with certain vibrational levels in molecular states

of mixed electronic character disappear under specific scattering conditions in electron energy-

loss spectra is investigated. In particular, using a combination of experimental measurements

and coupled-channel calculations, anomalous vibrational intensities in the mixed valence-Rydberg

1Πu ← X 1Σ+
g transition of N2 are explained. A single parameter, i.e., the ratio of the generalized

electronic transition moments to the diabatic valence and Rydberg components of the mixed states,

dependent on the experimental scattering conditions, is found to be essentially capable of describing

all observed relative vibrational intensities, including the near disappearance of the b 1Πu(v = 5)

feature for momentum-transfer-squared values K2 ≈ 0.3 a.u. This result highlights the interesting

possibility of experimental control of molecular quantum-interference effects in electron energy-loss

spectra, something that is not possible in optical spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Non-Franck-Condon vibrational intensity anomalies are widely observed in optical transi-

tions to excited molecular states of mixed electronic character. Essentially, these anomalies

are due to quantum-interference effects between the transition amplitudes for excitation of

the contributing electronic basis states. Such interference effects have been discussed at

length, e.g., by Lefebvre-Brion and Field [1]. If we consider the specific case of two cou-

pled diabatic-basis electronic states 1̂ and 2̂ in a diatomic molecule, then the fundamental

quantity controlling the magnitude and sense of the interference effect, and, therefore, the

corresponding intensity anomalies in the vibrational structures of each mixed transition from

an initial state 0, is [1]

M1̂0(R)V1̂2̂(R)M2̂0(R), (1)

where the Mî0(R) are the electronic transition moments, V1̂2̂(R) is the electronic coupling,

and R is the internuclear distance. For the case of optical transitions in an isolated molecule,

the parameters in (1) are immutable and the corresponding non-Franck-Condon vibrational

intensity behavior is a fixed characteristic of the molecule.

In the case of molecular electronic excitation by electron impact, the optical selection rules

are relaxed and transition intensities depend also on the scattering conditions. Traditionally,

the relationship between optical and electron energy-loss (EEL) spectra has been considered

using the concept of the generalized oscillator strength, introduced by Bethe [2] and usually

formulated within the first Born approximation. However, Lassettre et al. [3] showed that,

even if the first Born approximation does not apply, a generalized oscillator strength can be

defined which becomes the optical oscillator strength in the limit of vanishing momentum

transfer. Similarly, a generalized electronic transition moment (GETM) can be defined which

becomes the electric-dipole transition moment in the same limit. Within the adiabatic-nuclei

approximation [4], the fundamental quantity controlling interference effects in EEL spectra

accessing two coupled states is analogous to (1), but with the electronic transition moments

replaced by the corresponding GETMs, which contain the kinematical effects. The key

difference from the optical case is that the relative vibrational intensities in the EEL case

are dependent on the scattering conditions. Thus, electron-impact excitation allows the

possibility of experimental control over the molecular quantum-interference effects.

This phenomenon has received little attention previously. However, in a landmark study,
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Dillon et al. [5] performed ab initio generalized oscillator strength calculations within the

first Born approximation in order to explain E 3Σ−

u ← X 3Σ−

g vibrational intensity anomalies

in the EEL spectrum of O2. Subsequently, Lewis et al. [6] applied the concept of the GETM

to detailed coupled-channel calculations of the mixed Rydberg-valence 3Σ−

u and 3Πu states of

O2, finding that a single parameter, i.e., the ratio of the diabatic GETMs to the Rydberg and

valence components of the mixed states, controlled the evolution of the corresponding EEL

vibrational intensity distributions as the scattering conditions were changed. The Rydberg

GETMs were found to decrease faster than the valence GETMs as the scattering angle

decreased or the impact energy decreased. They [6] also noted that, for some vibrational

levels, constructive interference between the Rydberg and valence transition amplitudes

produced “persistent lines” under these same higher momentum-transfer conditions, creating

the chance for misassignment as forbidden transitions in EEL spectra.

The nitrogen molecule is also expected to be an excellent candidate for the investigation

of interference effects in EEL spectra, since its lowest dipole-allowed transitions have been

known for many years to be dominated by transitions into strongly-interacting Rydberg

and valence states, of both 1Πu and 1Σ+
u symmetry [7–9]. While there have been many

experimental studies in the relevant 12–13.8 eV energy-loss region, reviewed by Khakoo

et al. [10], only one [11] has attempted to quantify interference effects in the vibrational

intensities. In that work [11], the vibrational intensity pattern of the mixed Rydberg-valence

b 1Πu features in EEL spectra, significantly different from the optical pattern [12], was found

to be more consistent with a two-channel picture in which the Rydberg GETM was negligible.

In the precursor [10] to the present study, differential cross sections (DCSs) for the

electron-impact excitation of many electronic states of N2 were deduced from EEL spec-

tra in the 12–13.8 eV energy-loss region, taken at a resolution of ∼ 40 meV full-width at

half-maximum (FWHM). In this work, we are concerned specifically with examining the

evolution, in response to the scattering conditions, of relative vibrational intensities in EEL

spectra accessing the mixed Rydberg and valence states of 1Πu symmetry in N2, with an

emphasis on the nominal valence state b 1Πu. To that end, the spectra of Ref. [10] are supple-

mented here by new, higher-resolution EEL measurements, enabling better discrimination of

the pertinent individual vibrational features, while a coupled-channel theoretical treatment

of the relevant interference effects is employed to explain the evolution of the vibrational

intensities.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In order to facilitate the comparison with theory, generalized vibrational oscillator

strengths (GVOSs) [6] were derived for each feature in the new EEL spectra. The experi-

mental and analytical procedures used to determine the absolute DCSs have been described

in detail by Khakoo et al. [10]. Here, only a brief description of these procedures is provided,

together with a discussion of the derivation of GVOSs and estimated uncertainties from the

measured vibrationally-resolved DCSs.

Cylindrical electrostatic optics and double hemispherical energy selectors were utilized,

both in the electron gun and in the detector [10, 13]. The target N2 beam was formed by ef-

fusing the gas through a thin-aperture system [14], with a backing pressure of ∼ 2 Torr. New

energy-loss spectra, including both the elastic peak and the inelastic region from 12.2 eV to

13.8 eV, were collected at fixed impact energies (E0 = 30, 50, and 100 eV) and scattering an-

gles (1◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦) by repetitive, multi-channel-scaling techniques. The composite energy

resolution of the scattered electrons was minimized (∼ 30 meV FWHM) while maintain-

ing reasonable count rates. These requirements, together with the mostly forward-peaked

structure of the DCSs, limited the practical scattering angular range to θ ≤ 90◦.

Background subtraction using the moveable-source method [15] allowed the determina-

tion of the ratios of relative inelastic DCSs of the summed states in the energy-loss region

of interest to the relative elastic DCSs. Regions clear of energy-loss features defined the

background for the inelastic energy-loss spectra. The summed DCS data were renormal-

ized using the inelastic energy-loss signal of the n = 2 states of He [16] to correct for any

transmission effects. While the He results of Trajmar et al. [16] were utilized in the present

work, more recent data show good agreement [17, 18]. The measured spectra were unfolded,

leaving all vibrational levels of the a′′ 1Σ+
g , b

1Πu, c
1Πu, o

1Πu, b
′ 1Σ+

u , c
′ 1Σ+

u , D
3Σ+

u , G
3Πu,

and F 3Πu states as independent features, rather than using Franck-Condon factors to fix

their relative intensities, similar to our approach in a number of recent works [10, 19, 20].

A nonlinear least-squares algorithm was used to fit the features in each multi-channel spec-

trum in the energy-loss region of interest, with a lineshape determined empirically by the

separate fitting of a multi-Gaussian function to the isolated a′′(0) feature. A number of

vibronic levels could not be resolved experimentally due to their proximity to each other

in energy-loss (see Table I of Khakoo et al. [10]), specifically, b(4) ∼ D(0), b(5) ∼ F (0),
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o(0) ∼ D(1), b(9) ∼ o(1), c(1) ∼ F (1), and b′(8) ∼ o(2). Nevertheless, in these cases each

unresolved level was treated independently in the fitting procedure, with the relevant energy

splitting fixed at the optical-spectroscopic value, and the intensities attributed by the fitting

algorithm to each level within a given pair summed to give a net signal for the unresolved

pair. In the present study, the interpretation of the intensity attributed to the unresolved

b(5) ∼ F (0) pair is of particular importance. At the impact energies employed, which are

well above threshold, the optically-allowed b(5)-level contribution is expected to dominate

(at small θ) that from the forbidden triplet F (0)-level excitation, with similar conclusions

for the unresolved b(4) ∼ D(0), o(0) ∼ D(1), and c(1) ∼ F (1) features.

Inelastic-to-elastic ratios were obtained for each unfolded inelastic feature by comparing

the individual relative intensities of the vibrational features of each electronic state with the

summed intensities. This procedure minimizes uncertainties in our analysis involving the

spectrometer transmission and results in more accurate relative inelastic DCSs over extended

energy-loss ranges. Absolute inelastic DCSs were then obtained by multiplying the inelastic-

to-elastic ratios by an average of selected experimental DCSs for elastic electron scattering

from N2 [10]. Although recent elastic DCS measurements by Muse et al. [21] and Linert and

Zubek [22] are available, which demonstrate good consistency with previous DCSs within

quoted uncertainties (∼ 10−15%), we used the experimental elastic DCSs of Srivastava et al.

[23] (corrected by Trajmar et al. [24]), Shyn and Carignan [25] (corrected by Trajmar et al.

[24]), Nickel et al. [26], and Gote and Ehrhardt [27]. In our selection, we used those values

that agreed within their combined quoted uncertainties and chose to use our previously

applied set of elastic DCSs to minimize any systematic uncertainty in the normalization

method (i.e., our present measurement is on equal footing with our previous measurements

as far as elastic scattering normalizations are concerned). Absolute DCSs were converted

into GVOSs according to the following relation:

GVOS(K2) = 0.5WK2
√

E0/ER DCS, (2)

where the GVOS is dimensionless and all other quantities are in a.u. In Eq. (2), the energy

loss W = E0 − ER, where ER is the residual energy, and the square of the momentum

transfer, K2, is given by

K2 = 4[ER +W/2−
√

ER(W + ER) cosθ]. (3)
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Uncertainties in the individual quantities used to determine the K2 and GVOS values were

propagated through the calculation to determine the uncertainties in θ (±2◦), E0 (±50 meV),

W (±2 meV), and in the DCSs. In determining the uncertainties in the DCSs we considered

the statistical and fitting uncertainties in the individual scattering intensities (typically 2–

25%), the uncertainties in the available elastic-scattering DCSs (∼ 14%), the uncertainty

propagated by the present inelastic-to-elastic ratio measurements (∼ 5%), and an additional

uncertainty of ∼ 10% for the transmission function.

III. THEORETICAL METHOD

A. Coupled channels

In the case of Rydberg and valence states of the same symmetry with molecular-orbital

configurations differing in two of the occupied orbitals, such as the 1Πu and 1Σ+
u states of N2

in the energy range of interest, there may be strong interactions which invalidate the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation for the isolated molecule [1]. Here, we address the breakdown

of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation by using a coupled-channel (CC) Schrödinger-

equation model in which the interactions between the Born-Oppenheimer basis states are

included explicitly. A diabatic basis is employed, i.e., the diabatic Born-Oppenheimer basis-

state potential-energy curves cross and interact through off-diagonal elements of the electro-

static Hamiltonian Hel. This has the attractive property that the associated wavefunctions,

potential-energy curves, and coupling matrix elements can be expected to change relatively

smoothly with R.

The CC formalism, detailed by van Dishoeck et al. [28] and Torop et al. [29], has

been used extensively in studies of diatomic molecular spectroscopy and photodissociation

dynamics, in particular for OH [28], CO [30], O2 [31–34] and N2 [35–38], including planetary-

atmospheric applications [39–44]. In this work, we follow the approach of Lewis et al. [6],

and extend the application of the CC technique to a description of diatomic-molecular

electron-impact excitation, obtaining accurate coupled-channel radial wavefunctions for the

target N2 molecule, while retaining the adiabatic-nuclei approximation in the description of

the electron-scattering process. In this approximation, the evolution of the EEL excitation

spectrum from the optical limit as the momentum transfer increases is governed, essentially,
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only by the relative changes in the GETMs for the transitions into the interacting states.

A detailed description of the CC treatment of electron-impact excitation has been given

previously [6]. Briefly, if rotation, fine structure, and degeneracy factors are neglected, the

adiabatic-nuclei GVOS density for excitation from an initial (uncoupled) electronic state Φ0

into the m coupled states Φn, n = 1, 2, . . . , m, which include mo open channels, is given, in

matrix form, by

df an
W, 0v′′(E0, θ)

dW

= 2W
∣

∣

〈

χW (R)
∣

∣MFN(E0, θ; R)
∣

∣χ0v′′(R)
〉
∣

∣

2
, (4)

where χW (R) is the CC diabatic radial wavefunction matrix, of dimension m × mo, and

MFN(ER, θ; R) is the fixed-nuclei GETM vector, of dimension m × 1, with elements given

by the diabatic-basis GETMs MFN
n0 . The CC radial wavefunction matrix χW (R) is the

solution of the diabatic-basis CC Schrödinger equations, expressed in matrix form,

{

I
d2

dR2
+ 2µ [W I−V(R)]

}

χW (R) = 0, (5)

where µ is the molecular reduced mass, I is the identity matrix, V(R), of dimension m×m,

is the symmetric diabatic potential matrix. The diagonal elements of V(R) are the di-

abatic electronic potential-energy curves Vnn(R) =
〈

Φn

∣

∣Hel
∣

∣Φn

〉

, and the couplings be-

tween the interacting electronic states are given by the off-diagonal elements of V(R),

Vnj(R) =
〈

Φn

∣

∣Hel
∣

∣Φj

〉

, j = 1, 2, . . . , m. In this work, energy-integrated adiabatic-nuclei

GVOS densities calculated using Eq. (4) for relevant vibronic transitions are compared with

the corresponding experimental GVOSs determined from the EEL spectra using Eq. (2),

thereby using the observed vibrational intensity anomalies to provide information on the

evolution of the relative GETMs into the interacting electronic states.

B. The N2 model

A valuable understanding of the interactions within the dipole-accessible 1Πu and 1Σ+
u

manifolds of N2 has been gained from the pioneering semiempirical CC model of N2 spec-

troscopy developed by Stahel et al. [45], and the subsequent ab initio calculations of Spels-

berg and Meyer [46]. More recently, using a semiempirical CC model including spin-orbit

interactions with the 3Πu manifold, Lewis et al. [35] have succeeded in explaining quanti-
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FIG. 1: Diabatic potential-energy curves used in the CC model, referred to the v = 0, J = 0 level

of the X 1Σ+
g ground state (not shown). Solid curves: 1Πu states. Dashed curves: 3Πu states. The

lowest singlet levels are indicated, associated with the nominal diabatic potential-energy curve, and

emphasising the perturbation resulting from the b ∼ c crossing.

tatively the observed pattern of predissociation in the lower 1Πu levels of N2, while further

models have been developed for the 3Πu [37] and 3Σ+
u [38] states.

Here, we are concerned principally with the 1Πu states and employ the CC model of

Ref. 35, which includes the valence state b 1Πu, the Rydberg states 3pπu c
1Πu and 3sσg o

1Πu,

together with the C 3Πu and C ′ 3Πu states. The corresponding diabatic potential-energy

curves are shown in Fig. 1. The mutual electrostatic couplings within the singlet and triplet

manifolds, together with the singlet-triplet spin-orbit couplings, which control the singlet

predissociation behavior, are taken from Ref. 35. While the triplet states have no significant

impact on the present study which is concerned only with intensities, they provide the only

open channel in the energy range of interest and are therefore included simply so that Eq. (4)

may be applied.

The CC-model diabatic electronic transition moments, pertinent to the optical case, are

shown in Fig. 2. These electronic transition moments, optimized by comparison with ex-

perimental optical oscillator strengths, as described in Ref. [36], are in reasonably good

agreement with the ab initio calculations of Spelsberg and Meyer [46]. In this work, it is

only these model electronic transition moment parameters which are varied, simply by scal-
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FIG. 2: Diabatic optical electronic transition moments used in the CC model (see text).

ing, in order to best fit the experimental GVOS pattern, yielding GETMs appropriate to

the particular scattering conditions.

The case of N2 is somewhat more complicated than that of O2 [6] since there are two

Rydberg series, converging on the ground and first-excited electronic states of the molecular

ion, of which the c and o states are the first members, respectively. Initial attempts to

determine three independent GETMs, MbX , McX , and MoX for all GVOS data sets failed

due to sub-optimum signal-to-noise ratios and a comparative lack of sensitivity to MoX .

This is not surprising, however, since it is well known [45, 46] that Vbc is the dominant

Rydberg-valence interaction, with the b- and c-state potential-energy curves crossing near

the c-state minimum, as seen in Fig. 1. Therefore, subsequently in the least-squares fitting

procedure, the two Rydberg GETMs were taken to behave similarly with respect to the

valence GETM as the scattering conditions changed from the optical case. Thus, the main

intensity-pattern-forming parameter determined through the fitting process is the GETM

ratio:

r =
(McX/MbX)

(McX/MbX)opt.
=

(MoX/MbX)

(MoX/MbX)opt.
. (6)
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open symbols, respectively). Circles: E0 = 100 eV. Squares: E0 = 50 eV. Triangles: E0 = 30 eV.

The optical oscillator strengths of Stark et al. [47], adjusted to room temperature [48], are also

shown (large circles, plotted on the GVOS-axis for convenience).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental GVOSs

The extremes of behavior for different vibrational bands of the b 1Πu−X
1Σ+

g (v, 0) system

are illustrated in Fig. 3, where experimental GVOS patterns for the (2,0) and (5,0) bands

are shown, together with room-temperature optical oscillator strengths (K2 = 0), derived

from the J-dependent results of Stark et al. [47, 48]. Each GVOS pattern is consistent

with the corresponding optical value. However, for all impact energies, there is a startling

difference between the patterns of the two bands. Consistent with expectation for a well-

behaved allowed electronic transition, in the case of the (2,0) band the GVOS decreases

essentially monotonically as K2 increases, by around an order of magnitude over the range

of momentum transfer covered by the experiment. On the other hand, in the case of the

(5,0) band, there is a near-zero minimum in the region K2 = 0.2–0.4 a.u., before the GVOS

rises again at higher K2.

Measurements of the 1Πu ← X 1Σ+
g bands have been singled out here for a detailed

appraisal of the E0 = 100 eV spectrum. These cover the range 12.5–13.7 eV and terminate
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on the excited-state levels b(0 − 13), c(0 − 2), and o(0 − 1). At this value of E0, the

contributions of forbidden transitions to the energy-loss spectrum may be neglected and

thus the respective GVOSs of the 1Πu − X bands have all been determined individually,

apart from b − X(9, 0) and o − X(1, 0), which are treated as an integrated pair. In order

to emphasise the anomalous effects which are of most interest to this work, henceforth all

GVOS are described relative to that of the well-behaved b−X(2, 0) band, shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4, the experimental GVOSs of the 1Πu − X bands for E0 = 100 eV and K2 <

1.5 are plotted, normalized to the modelled GVOS for b − X(2, 0), which is described in

Sec. IVB. Also plotted are the optical oscillator strengths of Stark et al. [47, 48] and

GVOSs derived from the electron energy-loss spectra of Geiger and Schröder [12]. The former

results correspond definitively to K2 = 0 and the kinematic conditions of the latter lead to

K2 ≃ 4 × 10−3 a.u., i.e., equivalent to near-optical conditions. The relative experimental

vibrational band intensities in Fig. 4 display a wide range of patterns of variation with

momentum transfer, inconsistent with the normal expectation of constancy for an isolated

electronic transition. Nevertheless, in the limit of lowK2, overall there is excellent agreement

with the optical and near-optical results of Refs. 47 and 12, respectively. The principal

exception is for b − X(12, 0), where the result of Geiger and Schröder [12] is anomalously

low, possibly due to incorrect partitioning [47] of the energy-loss cross section between

adjacent bands in this region of the limited-resolution EELS spectrum of Ref. 12. The

optical measurements of Stark et al. [47] are rotationally resolved and thus do not suffer

from such problems. Ignoring the b − X(12, 0) result of Ref. 12, the worst agreement in

Fig. 4 occurs for b−X(8, 0), o−X(0, 0), and b−X(13, 0), with the present low-K2 results

somewhat higher than the optical values in each case. The b−X(8, 0) and o−X(0, 0) bands

are by far the weakest studied, and are therefore expected to be more subject to error in

the spectral unfolding process, while the larger discrepancy for b−X(13, 0) may be caused

by partitioning errors due to the limited spectral resolution in the current experiment.

B. Coupled-Channel GVOSs

As described in Sec. III B, only the electronic transition moments from the previous CC

model [35, 36] are modified for the current application, in order to extend to the case of

finite momentum transfer, thereby forming GETMs. The Rydberg-to-valence GETM ratio
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Dotted lines: Near-optical GVOSs from Ref. 12. Graphs are labelled according to the excited-

state vibrational level, ignoring any overlapping triplet levels which are not expected to contribute

significantly (see Sec. II).
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r, defined by Eq. (6), is the key parameter of the new model, together with a single overall

R-independent scaling factor, needed to reproduce the experimental GVOSs.

Figure 5 shows GVOSs calculated for a range of r and a selection of 1Πu−X bands, plotted

relative to the CC GVOS of b −X(2, 0). A value of r = 1 corresponds to the previous CC

model [35, 36], relating specifically to optical conditions. As for the experimental results in

Sec. IVA, a normalization was adopted relative to b−X(2, 0) because this excited level is of

essentially pure b-state valence electronic character, and removing this dependence serves to

further emphasise the occurrence of quantum interference between the Rydberg and valence

generalized transition amplitudes.

Several of the bands in Fig. 5 have rotationally-dependent oscillator strengths. In par-

ticular, the strength of o − X(0, 0) increases by an order of magnitude between J = 1

and 22, as does b − X(5, 0) between J = 1 and 20 [47]. In order to calculate strengths
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that are comparable to the band-averaged measurements, separate model line strengths are

calculated for the Q(4), Q(6), Q(8), Q(10), and Q(12) transitions. Averaging these gives

an oscillator strength that is directly comparable with the experiment. For this averag-

ing, a Boltzmann distribution of ground-state levels is adopted, assuming a temperature of

300K. The contributions of P - and R-branch transitions are neglected in these calculations,

even though Stark et al. [47] have observed significant differences in the effective oscillator

strengths for these branches. This occurs because of a quantum-interference effect involving

nearby, rotationally-perturbing electronic states of 1Σ+
u symmetry [1], and commonly leads

to an equal and opposite modification of the P - and R-branch line strengths, relative to the

Q-branch line of the same excited-state J value. A preliminary extension was made to the

CC model [49], explicitly including the b′ and c′ 1Σ+
u states, as well as rotational coupling

to the 1Πu manifold. The resultant P - and R-branch oscillator strengths were broadly con-

sistent with the observations of Stark et al. [47], as well as the behavior of the 1Σ+
u levels

observed in the present electron energy-loss spectra. However, for the purposes of mod-

elling the bands depicted in Fig. 4, the extended model is not required because, fortuitously,

when averaged, the perturbed P - and R-branch oscillator strengths are equivalent, within

experimental error, to that of the Q branch.

As shown in Fig. 5, the modelled relative GVOSs of transitions to b(0 − 4) and b(7)

show only a gradual variation with r, whereas those to b(5), b(6), c(0) and o(0) display deep

minima where the b- and c-state generalized transition amplitudes interfere destructively.

It is not expected that the GETM of either state, and hence r, will change sign as K2 is

increased (i.e., r > 0), so the interference minimum for c−X(0, 0) is unlikely to be observed

experimentally. Similarly, the expectation of a more rapid fall-off for Rydberg-state GETMs

than for valence states (i.e., r < 1) [6] for increasing momentum transfer makes unlikely the

observation of the minima for b−X(6, 0) and o−X(0, 0). However, in agreement with the

predictions of the CC model in Fig. 5, a minimum is observed in the b−X(5, 0) experimental

GVOS plotted in Fig. 3, for all impact energies. Similarly, the presence, and sense, of the

variations in the other observed relative GVOSs in Fig. 4 are in qualitative agreement with

Fig. 5, supporting the notion of a correlation between 1 − r and K2, as suggested for the

case of transitions to the valence-Rydberg-mixed 3Σ−

u and 3Πu states of O2 [6].
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C. Optimised GETMs

There is sufficient experimental information here to attempt a quantitative assessment

of the variation of model GETMs with increasing momentum transfer. The MbX , McX ,

and MoX diabatic electronic transition moments of Haverd et al. [36] were adopted as

GETMs corresponding to K2 = 0. These were then scaled to best fit the observed GVOSs

of b−X(2, 0) and b−X(5, 0) for a range of K2, initially for the case E0 = 100 eV. The McX

and MoX GETMs were scaled by a common factor during the optimisation, as implied by

Eq. (6).

The isolated b(2) level was selected as a constraint for the fitting process because it

leads to a reliable measure of the MbX GETM, independent of the Rydberg states, whereas

the pronounced interference observed for the b(5) level provides a severe constraint on the

1Πu−X Rydberg GETMs. The optimised scaling factors obtained in this fashion were then

interpolated smoothly in order to reduce the effect of experimental scatter. The resulting

smoothed E0 = 100 eV diabatic GETMs, plotted relative to the optical case in Fig. 6 (solid

curves), are seen to decrease monotonically with increasing K2, and more quickly for the

Rydberg states, as found previously in the case of O2 [6]. The smoothness of the optimised

GETMs is deceptive: an uncertainty of ∼ ±0.1 is estimated for the scaling factors plotted in

Fig. 6. arising from experimental noise, an imperfect division of spectral intensity between

bands, and the neglect of the 1Σ+
u states and associated rotational perturbations.

Figure 4 shows a high level of agreement between the experimental and modelled

E0 = 100 eV GVOSs, which were computed using the optimized GETMs described above.

Particularly encouraging is the large and correctly-modelled variation in relative GVOS ob-

served for b−X(6, 0) and b−X(8, 0) [50], which can only be effected by quantum interference

induced by a mixed electronic character. Furthermore, the calculated, and observed, rela-

tive GVOSs of o(0)−X(0) [50] are seen to increase with K2 despite the rapidly decreasing

o − X GETM, also indicating the presence of quantum interference. None of these effects

were referenced during the GETM optimisation procedure, which used only the b−X(2, 0)

and b − X(5, 0) experimental results. Thus, the excellent agreement between experiment

and theory for nearly all bands in Fig. 4 is a powerful validation of the CC approach and

the GETM concept. Only in the case of the c −X(0, 0) band is there a significant model-

experiment variation discrepancy, the modelled GVOS decreasing faster at high K2. While
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FIG. 6: Scaling of optical transition moments necessary to reproduce the observed GVOSs of

b − X(2, 0) and b − X(5, 0) bands. For the three cases, E0 = 100, 50, and 30 eV, the scaling of

MbX relative to the optical case is plotted in black, and the common scaling of McX and MoX is

plotted in grey.

it is possible that further improvements to the CC model might be required to resolve this

discrepancy, its most likely explanation is uncertainty in the unfolding of the c − X(0, 0)

contribution from the adjacent, very strong c′ −X(0, 0) contribution to the EEL spectrum.

Optimized GETMs were also determined from the GVOS measurements for E0 = 50

and 30 eV, and a similar good level of agreement between the corresponding GVOSs and

experiment was found as for the E0 = 100 eV case in Fig. 4. The functional decreases with

increasing K2 of these optimised GETM scaling factors are also plotted in Fig. 6 (dashed

and dotted curves, respectively). In all cases the GETMs of the Rydberg states decrease

faster than for the valence state, and the lower intensities observed for decreasing E0 lead

to smaller model GETMs. The latter trend, also observed in the case of O2 [6], points to

an inapplicability of the first Born approximation, which would require that the GVOS be

independent of all scattering parameters apart from the momentum transfer. It remains

true, however, that the GVOS will approach the optical oscillator strength in the limit of

small K2 for all cases [6].

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the ratio of the optimised scaling of Rydberg to valence GETMs,

derived from the experimental results, plotted as 1−r versus K2. The estimated uncertainty

in r is typically ±0.14. By definition, r = 1 when K2 = 0, i.e., under optical conditions.

That the smoothed experimental curves deviate slightly from an intercept at the origin of
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FIG. 7: Relationship between 1− r and K2 for the scattering of E0 = 100, 50 and 30 eV electrons.

Here, r, defined by Eq. (6), is the ratio of Rydberg- to valence-state GETMs, relative to optical

conditions.

Fig. 7 is explained by the experimental uncertainties. The three curves in Fig. 7 exhibit

similar behaviors, with 1 − r increasing rapidly with K2 before levelling off, the rate of

increase being somewhat larger for the lower impact energies. This type of behavior is very

similar to that determined from mixed valence-Rydberg bands observed in the O2 energy-loss

spectra of [6], but with a slightly lower rate of increase. The key conclusion from Fig. 7 is

that the Rydberg GETMs decrease much faster than the valence GETM as the momentum

transfer increases away from optical conditions. This can be understood by considering the

diffuse nature of the Rydberg orbitals and the correspondingly increased sensitivity to the

influence of the impacting electron [6].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Building on the work of [6], the usefulness of the GETM concept in concert with CC

Schrödinger-equation calculations has been demonstrated quantitatively for the study of

anomalous vibrational intensities in the EEL spectra of coupled electronic states of N2.

Spectra covering a large number of 1Πu ← X bands have been measured for a range of impact

energies and scattering angles, and reduced to individual generalized oscillator strengths for

each band. These data have been reproduced for a range of K2 covering two orders-of-

magnitude by a CC model treating the Rydberg-valence interactions in the 1Πu manifold.

Only two independent momentum-transfer-dependent model parameters were varied in order
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to achieve a global fit to the observations. The critical parameter controlling the quantum-

interference effects which lead to anomalous relative band intensities is the ratio r of the

Rydberg- and valence-state generalized transition moments. The demonstrated correlation

between 1 − r and K2 leads to the ability to control these interference effects, and thus

the relative vibrational intensities in EEL spectra, simply by changing the experimental

scattering conditions. This interesting possibility contrasts with the case of optical spectra,

where the corresponding interference effects are controlled by the fixed molecular electronic

transition moments which are out of the control of the experimentalist. Remarkably, in

the case of N2, the b − X(5, 0) transition in the EEL spectra can be tuned almost out

of existence by ensuring that K2 is in the region of 0.3 a.u., leading to total destructive

interference between the valence and Rydberg generalized transition amplitiudes.
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